
Donald Slaven


From: Donald Slaven


Sent: Monday, September 9, 2019 10:20 PM


To: julie.roberts@noaa.gov


Subject: NOAA / Trump Sharpie Gate


Julie Roberts


Communications Director  NOAA


Ms. Roberts:


So, it appears that senior NOAA Administrators are willing to turn the clock back 400 years (The Heretic Galielo),


abandon thousands of Federal Scientists and workers, all to save face for King Donald Trump.


You, as communications chief and former Trump employee, seem to make clear that the "un-signed" memo sent out this


past weekend may have come from you and a few other top Trump conspirators.  NOAA is a taxpayer subsidized Federal


Agency that is supposed to be based on SCIENCE, and it is clear that Donald Trump and now, top leaders in NOAA and


other Federal Agencies, want to continue the WAR ON SCIENCE, AND SCIENTISTS !


These Federal employees and scientists at NOAA, should not be thrown under the bus for the sake of this charlatan


president.


I've attached below, a letter to my California representatives with hopes that immediate action will be taken to investigate


this unbelievable attack on science and our democratic institutions by you and King Trump.


Donald Slaven


     


==========================================================================


9-9-19


 Subject:  NOAA Political Theater with the Executive Branch over Citizen Safety


The recent weekend capitulation of Senior NOAA Directors to support the most recent embarrassing

power grab by Donald Trump over false statements regarding Hurricane Dorian, must be

investigated!!


How much longer is Donald Trump going to attempt personal control over all aspects of our

democracy without any CHECKS??


Here we have a public Federal agency supposedly based on SCIENCE, with public employed

scientists, being second guessed to save further embarrassment to Donald Trump!!


These NOAA sheep directors should be called before Congress, and resignations demanded!!


Donald Slaven   


(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(6)



Donald Slaven   


Member: Surfrider Foundation, Sierra Club, Bolsa Chica Land Trust


CC:  Senator Diane Feinstein


        Senator Kamala Harris


        Congressman Harley Rouda


(b)(6)

(b)(6)
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